We study the spin-boson model with a particle number cuto . The spin-boson model is a simpli ed model of an atom interacting with a quantized photon eld. An important physical phenomenon that one would like to understand rigorously on this model is the phenomenon of radiative decay, where the atom asymptotically relaxes to its ground state by emitting photons. One of the possible approaches to radiative decay is through scattering theory. For the cuto spin-boson hamiltonian, we prove the existence and asymptotic completeness of the channel wave operators, which have natural interpretation in term of the radiative decay property.
Introduction
The spin-boson model describes a two level system interacting with a boson eld. It can be seen as a very simpli ed model of an atom interacting with photons. Formally the spin-boson model is given by the hamiltonian: An important problem for the spin-boson model is to understand the mechanism of radiative decay, where the spin-boson system is expected for large times to relax to its ground state by emitting free bosons. Clearly radiative decay is connected with scattering theory, i.e. with the classi cation of the asymptotic behaviour of e ?itHsb for large times. This connection was pointed out and discussed in more details by Huebner and Spohn in HS2] . In HS2], it is proposed to formulate the property of radiative decay as follows: for each 2 H, A in the algebra of local eld observables, one should have: w? lim t!1 e ?itHsb Ae ?itHsb = 0 A 0 ; (1.2)
where 0 is the projection on the ground state of H sb . In HS2], this property is related to scattering theory through the introduction of wave operators. It is shown there that the asymptotic completeness property would imply property (1.2) of radiative decay. Other approaches to radiative decay for the spin-boson model, through perturbation theory and complex scaling, are also reviewed in HS2].
One of the biggest di culties one encounters with the spin-boson hamiltonian is that the number of bosons may be unbounded. This problem becomes even more serious for massless bosons (i.e. when inf !(k) = 0.) In HS2] a simpli ed spin-boson hamiltonian is introduced using a cuto in the number of bosons. Namely if N := Z a (k)a(k)dk is the boson number operator, and P N = E 0;N] (N) is the projection on the states with less than N bosons, one can consider the cuto hamiltonian:
H N := P N H sb P N ;
(1.3) acting on C 2 P N F b . The advantage is that the number of bosons is now nite, so one may expect to be able to use methods from the theory of N?particle Schr odinger hamiltonians to study the scattering. The aim of this paper is to study the scattering theory for H N . Our main result, Theorem 2.2, is the existence and completeness of the channel wave operators for the hamiltonian H N . For a given N, each channel wave operator describes an asymptotic evolution where N ? k bosons are bound to the spin and k bosons are free.
It may be worthwhile to observe that in HS2], the asymptotic evolution described by the wave operators consists of the ground state of the spin-boson system with a nite number of free bosons. In other words there exists only one scattering channel (except for the number of free bosons). This condition is necessary in order for (1.2) to hold. So asymptotic completeness in the sense used in HS2] can be considered as the combination of two properties: the rst one is the asymptotic completeness in the sense used in this paper, the second one is the property that H N has a unique bound state. Among other works concerning the hamiltonian H N , let us mention HS1], where it is proved that for small coupling H N has a unique ground state, the rest of the spectrum being purely absolutely continuous. This is done using an extension of the Mourre theory. Another work is HS3], where the HVZ theorem for H N is proved.
It is convenient to assume in addition that the bosons are distinguishable particles (see HS2]), in order to have an hamiltonian close to a N?particle hamiltonian. This new hamiltonianH N (introduced in HS2]) will be de ned rigorously in Section 3. It is uniquely determined by the properties thatH N is invariant with respect to the exchange of bosons and that its restriction to the symmetric subspace is unitarily equivalent to H N .
As the reader will see, there are many similarities with usual N?particle hamiltonians. Actually, since the bosons far from the spin do not interact with each other, the N?particle structure is simpler. This is re ected by the fact that the channels forH N are labeled by the subsets of f1; ; Ng (see Section 3), instead of the partitions of f1; ; Ng, as in the usual N?body problem. Among the di erences one nds rst the fact that the one-boson wave functions have an extra component describing the probability for the boson to be dead, and also the fact that the interactions (the`pair potentials') are now nite rank operators. In this respect, we feel that the constructions of Section 4 give an idea of what should be the general concept of an`abstract N?particle hamiltonian'.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model, introduce some notations and hypotheses and formulate the main result of this paper, Theorem 2.2. In Section 3, we describe the related N?particle hamiltonianH N which is obtained by considering the bosons as distinguishable particles. We discuss the N?particle structure of this hamiltonian and state the result corresponding to Theorem 2.2. We also discuss the unitary equivalence between H N andH N . In Section 4, a partition of unity is constructed and the HVZ theorem forH N (due to HS3]) is proved as an illustration. In Section 5, a Mourre estimate is proved. In Section 6, the observable of asymptotic velocity of bosons is introduced, and some of its properties are derived. Finally Section 7 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Some technical results are given in the Appendix.
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The model and the results
This section is devoted to the description of the model of the spin-boson hamiltonian with a particle number cuto as introduced by Huebner and Spohn in HS2] and to the statement of the main result of this paper, the existence and completeness of the channel wave operators. We also introduce some hypotheses that we will impose throughout this paper.
The cuto spin-boson model
Let us rst introduce notations related to the spin-boson model. The Hilbert space for the spin will be equal to C p ; p 2 N, and the spin hamiltonian will be given by a selfadjoint matrix S 2 M p (C).
The boson con guration space will be X = R n , and the associated Hilbert space equal to L 2 (X; C).
We will equip X with a scalar product to be able to identify X and X 0 . The position variable will be denoted by x, the momentum variable by k. The kinetic energy of a single boson (also called the dispersion relation), will be given by a function X 3 k 7 ! !(k) 2 R. We denote by F b := 1 j=0 j s L 2 (X; C) the bosonic Fock space over L 2 (X; C), and by a (k); a(k) the boson creation and annihilation operators acting on F b . The subscript s refers to the symmetric tensor product. The free hamiltonian, describing the non-interacting system is:
Finally the spin-boson interaction is given by a selfadjoint matrix K 2 M p (C) and a vector 2 L 2 (X), called the coupling function. It is equal to:
So the spin-boson hamiltonian is equal to:
acting on C p F b . To de ne the cuto spin-boson hamiltonian which will be considered in this paper, we denote by N the boson number operator:
and by P N ; N 2 N the projection on the states with less than N bosons equal to E 0;N] (N). Then the cuto spin-boson hamiltonian is given by: H N := P N H sb P N ; acting on C p H N , where
Let us now describe the conditions that we will impose on the kinetic energy !. We will assume that
The condition that k = 0 is the minimum of ! and its only critical point can be relaxed. If ! has many critical values, then the formula de ning the thresholds in Section 5 has to be modi ed, but all the constructions of this paper go through with easy modi cations. The in mum ! 0 of the kinetic energy is usually called the mass of the boson. For the full spin-boson hamiltonian without a particle number cuto the zero mass case and non zero mass case are very di erent. For the model we consider here the value of the mass is not very important. We will see below than one can reduce one self to the case ! 0 = 0. We assume moreover that ! satis es the following smoothness conditions:
(H2)
On the coupling function, we will simply assume that:
This implies that I is bounded and that H N is selfadjoint on D(H 0;N ), for H 0;N = P N H 0 P N . Note that using quadratic forms, one can consider more singular coupling functions. In fact if we assume that:
where^ is the Fourier transform of then it is easy to see that I is H 0;N form bounded with the in nitesimal bound. However in this work we will assume the stronger condition (H3).
Let us now formulate two more hypotheses on that will be used later. The rst one will be needed to obtain a Mourre estimate in Section 5.
The second one is a short range condition on the coupling function which will be needed in Sections 6 and 7.
(SR) k1 ;+1] ( : t ) k 2 L 1 (dt); 8 > 0: In the sequel we will often have to compute commutators of operators like !(D) or r!(D) with functions f( x t ), for f 2 C 1 0 (X). A convenient framework to carry out these computations is the calculus of pseudodi erential operators (see for example H o]). Let us observe that since we need only rather crude commutator expansions, an alternative way is to use a functional calculus formula like (4.6). This would require only a nite smoothness of the dispersion relation !(k), at the price of some technical complications.
We will need the following symbol classes. For s 2 R, we denote by S r the space of functions m(t; x; k) 2 C 1 (R X X 0 ) such that: j@ x @ k mj C ; !(k) r hti ?j j :
We will use the (1; 0) quantization of symbols: We will also denote by h 0 the hamiltonian 3 An N?particle hamiltonian
In this section, we will describe an hamiltonian related to H N which was introduced in HS2]. It is obtained from H N by considering the bosons as distinguishable particles. Since the bosons can disappear or be created by interacting with the spin, in the new picture the boson acquires a new degree of freedom which represents its probability to be dead. We will introduce some notation and formulate the result corresponding to Theorem 2.2.
Notations
We denote by h the little Hilbert space:
h := C L 2 (X; C); which is the Hilbert space of the single boson states. As in HS2], for a state (c; ) 2 h, we interpret c as the amplitude for the boson to be dead and as the wave function for the alive boson.
We denote by Q the projection on the subspace of alive bosons:
As before the state space for the spin is C p ; p 2 N, so the state space for the full interacting system is:
if we consider a system with N bosons. We will denote by 1 s and 1 b the identity operators acting respectively on the spin space C p and on the boson space N h.
For an operator A acting on h and 1 j N, we denote by A j the operator:
acting on N h. The free hamiltonian H 0 describing the non-interacting system is: In the sequel we will hence assume that ! 0 = 0:
Let us now de ne the interaction. Recall that to de ne H sb we xed a selfadjoint matrix K 2 M p (C). The vector is the coupling function. The full hamiltonian describing the interacting system is equal to:
H := H 0 + V; acting on H:
Under the hypotheses (H), H is selfadjoint with domain D(H 0 ).
3.2 The N?particle structure
In this subsection we will introduce a number of notations concerning the hamiltonian H which will make apparent its similarity with N?particle hamiltonians.
We denote by A the set of subsets of f1; ; Ng. Note that A is endowed with a semilattice structure by a b if a b:
The elements a min = ; and a max = f1; ; Ng are respectively the smallest and largest element of A. We will also need the following con guration spaces: X a := j2a X; X a := j6 2a X: Finally we will denote by ! a the external dispersion relation:
Wave operators and asymptotic completeness
In this subsection we formulate the result corresponding to Theorem 2.2, the asymptotic completeness of the wave operators for hamiltonian H.
Let us rst introduce the channel identi cation operators.
De nition 3.1 For a 2 A; a 6 = a max , we de ne:
Theorem 3. From the de nition of the channel identi cation operators a , we see that a vector in Ran + a asymptotically describes a situation where the bosons in a are bound to the spin and the bosons not in a are alive and propagating freely to in nity.
Unitary equivalence
It is easy to see that H commutes with the exchange of two boson components on C p N h. Consequently H has a well de ned restriction to the symmetric subspace C p N s h, which we denote byH N . We will now de ne a unitary transformation
The transformation U N will act as the identity on C p , and will act diagonally with respect to the direct sum N j=0 j s L 2 (X; C). To de ne U N on a component j s L 2 (X), its su ces to de ne its action on symmetric tensor products of vectors. For 1 ; ; j 2 L 2 (X) the symmetric tensor product of 1 ; ; j is S( 1 ; ; j ) = X 2Sj
(1) (j) :
We de ne nowS N ( 1 ; ; j ) 2 N s h to be the symmetric tensor product of the vectors The following lemma will be proved in subsection A.2 of the appendix. If we x a and consider a permutation S which preserves a , we have Su = u, S; + a ] = 0, from which we deduce that u a and u a are symmetric functions. Next we x a 1 ; a 2 with ]a 1 = ]a 2 , and consider a permutation S which exchanges the sets a 1 and a 2 , we have Su = u, S + a1 = + a2 S, from which we deduce that u a1 = u a2 , u a1 = u a2 . Using then the identity (3.5), we get that
which proves the completeness of the wave operators.
Partitions of unity and N?body structure
This section is devoted to the construction of a partition of unity for the cuto spin boson hamiltonian which will make apparent its similarity with a N?particle hamiltonian. We will also introduce some technical results and as an illustration give a proof of the HVZ theorem, a result due to Huebner and Spohn HS3].
Let 0 2 C 1 0 (X) be a cuto function such that 0 1 near the origin and let 1 2 C 1 (X) such In later sections, we will need some properties of the partition of unity (4.2). We start by stating an elementary lemma. We have:
From hypothesis (H2) and symbolic calculus, we get that
To prove iii), we compute: On the other hand, we also have: P a;R = Q a P a;R ;
and for j 2 a:
v j Q a = Q a v j ; Y j Q a = Y a j Q a ; which shows that:
(1 + Y j ) ? 1 2 v j P a;R = (1 + Y a j ) ? 1 2 v j P a;R ; j 2 a: Using pdo calculus and hypotheses (H3), (SR), we get that:
which completes the proof of the lemma. 2 To illustrate the role of the localization operators P a;R , let us give a short proof of the HVZ theorem for H, due to Huebner and Spohn HS3]. Note that since lim k!1 !(k) = +1, the term for a = a max in (4.9) is compact. The other terms vanish since suppf \ (H a ) = ; for a 6 = a max . Letting R tend to 1, we obtain that f(H) is compact, which implies that ess (H) ; +1 :
To prove the converse inclusion, we will construct Weyl sequences. Let 2 ; +1 . Since 2 (H a ) for some a 2 A, there exists a sequence u a n 2 D(H a ) with ku a n k = 1 such that H a u a n ? u a n ! 0:
(4.10)
We choose a vector k a = (k j ) j6 2a such that !(k a ) = ? and a cuto function 2 C 1 0 (Xnf0g) with R (x)dx = 1. We pick two sequences x n 2 X and c n 2 R + both tending to 1 and put:
u an = j6 2a e ihx;kji ( x ? x n c n )c ?d=2 n ;
for d = dimX. Clearly we have:
h a u an ? ( ? )u an ! 0:
(4.11) Let now u n = u a n u an . We have:
Hu n = H a u a n u an = u a n h a u an + I a u a n u an :
Now we observe that there exists a sequence R n ! 1 such that P a;Rn u n ? u n ! 0, which using Lemma 4.2 iii) shows that I a u n ! 0. Using then (4.10) and (4.11) we see that u n is a Weyl sequence for the energy level , which completes the proof of the theorem. For a = a min we put A amin = 1 s .
In this section, we will assume that satis es the condition (M1) introduced in Section 2. Note that using pdo calculus, we see that condition (M1) implies the following weaker condition:
All the results in this section hold under condition (M2). This condition corresponds to the condition imposed on the pair potentials in the usual N?body theory to obtain a Mourre estimate. We start by some preparations. The set = amax is called the set of thresholds of H.
Theorem 5.2 Assume the hypotheses (H), (M2)
. Then: i) for any 2 Rn , there exists an interval 3 , c 0 > 0 and a compact operator K such that:
E (H) H; iA]E (H) c 0 E (H) + K:
ii) for any 2 Rn pp (H), there exists an interval 3 , c 0 > 0 such that:
E (H) H; iA]E (H) c 0 E (H):
iii) the set is closed and countable. The eigenvalues of H can accumulate only on . Proof. We will follow the proof of Froese-Herbst FH] for standard N?particle hamiltonians. The proof will be divided in three steps. The rst step of the proof consists in writing an expansion for the In the second step of the proof, we will use an induction on N. Let us rst introduce some notation.
Recall that in Section 3 we denoted by X a the space j6 2a X. and by ! a the function
We can now introduce our induction hypothesis. We will restrict ourselves to proving the Mourre estimate for all in a xed interval 0 , which is no loss of generality. We assume that the following properties hold for all a 2 A with ]a N ? Following the analogy with N?particle hamiltonians, to study the asymptotic behavior of e ?itH , we will use a version of the time-dependent approach originating from the work of Sigal-So er SS1] on the asymptotic completeness of N?particle hamiltonians. In this approach, the key step is to construct suitable asymptotic observables. The correct asymptotic observable here is the asymptotic velocity of alive bosons. For N?particle hamiltonians, the asymptotic velocity was introduced by Derezi nski De1], De2], following ideas of Graf Gr] . It can be used to get a rather transparent proof of asymptotic completeness for short range interactions. Besides it seems to be an essential object to study long range interactions ( see De2] ). The construction of asymptotic observables relies on a type of weak propagation estimates, which for usual N?particle hamiltonians were rst introduced by Sigal We may also assume without loss of generality that f 1 := 1 ? f satis es the assumptions in the proof of Lemma 6.1. It follows then from (6.7) that the limit:
exists, which proves the existence of (6.8).
Integrating the estimate (6.7) from T to +1, we obtain: Using hypothesis (SR) we nally have:
(6.11)
Let us now consider the rst term in the right hand side of (6.10). We have: (6.12)
Let us rst consider the term r 1 (t) in (6.12), which will be estimated using Lemma 6.1. Using pseudodi erential calculus, we have: 1 t r 1 (t) = 1 t f 1 ( jxj Rt )r 1 (t)f 1 ( jxj (H) + L 1 (dt): (6.14)
Let us now consider the term coming from r 2 (t) in (6.12). We compute: Using then Lemma 6.3, we get that the term in (6.16) coming from r 1 (t) is integrable along the evolution. This proves the existence of the limit: Proof. By a density argument, we may assume that f 2 C 1 0 (X) and f is constant in a small neighborhood of 0. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, we already know that the limit (6.18) exists if f is constant in a large neighborhood of 0. So we may assume without loss of generality that f(0) = 0. Again by a density argument, it su ces to prove the existence of 
Minimal velocity estimate
To complete this section, we will prove the following important property of the asymptotic velocity P + . On the other hand:
Using theses two estimates and the functional calculus formula (4.6) we obtain the lemma. 2
To prove Theorem 6.6, we will use a minimal velocity estimate. Let us rst introduce some notations. we have by pdo calculus:
and by Lemma 6.7:
kX j (H)X ?1 j k < 1:
So we obtain:
(6.22) which proves that M(t) is uniformly bounded.
Next we compute: we obtain using Lemma 4.4:
D t M(t) = (H)D t F(t) (H) A t (H)F (t) (H) + hc + (H)F(t) (H)
where r(t) = hrf( x t ); x t ? r!(D)i:
Using pseudodi erential calculus and hypothesis (SR), we get that:
Let us now estimate the contribution of D 0 t M j (t). We have: We move B 1 (t) to the left and B 2 (t) to the right until we obtain a term 1
where kC(t)k = O(1). Using Lemma 6.3, we see that the terms in (6.23) coming from D t F(t) are integrable along the evolution.
To estimate the second term in the right hand side of (6.23), we use (6.21) and (6.22), which for small enough gives:
(H)F(t) Let f 2 C 1 0 (X) with f 1 near 0 and let > 0 small enough such that Proposition 6.8 holds. We claim that: lim t!+1 e itH N j=1 1 s 0 0 0 f( x t ) j e ?itH u = 0: (6.25)
In fact using Lemma 6.4 and (6.24) the limit in (6.25) equals lim t!+1 e itH (H) N j=1 M j (t) (H)e ?itH u: Commuting repeatedly cuto s~ (H) with~ = through M j (t) using Lemma 4.4, we see that the limit in (6.25) equals lim t!+1 e itH (H) N j=1 F j (t) (H)e ?itH u: But the last limit is equal to 0 by Proposition 6.8. This proves (6.25) and completes the proof of the theorem. 2 7 Proof of asymptotic completeness
In this section we prove Theorem 3.2. Let us rst introduce a decomposition of the Hilbert space H based on the asymptotic observable P + . For a 2 A, we denote by T a the following subset of X amax : and by Theorem 6.6, one has: E Ta max (P + ) = E pp (H): (7.4) The vectors in RanE Ta (P + ) represent states where the bosons not in a are asymptotically free and alive.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
We will prove the existence of the limits: Applying now Theorem 6.6 to H a , we obtain E Ta (P + (H a )) = E f0g (P a+ (H a )) Q a = a : (7.7) So the existence of the limits (7.5) and (7.6) are analogous statements, obtained by exchanging the role of H a and H. Consequently it su ces to prove (7.6). Moreover if we denote the limit (7.6) by ? + a , we have:
? + a = E Ta (P + (H a ))? + a = a ? + a ; which shows that ? + a = + a . Therefore the exitence of (7.6) implies the completeness of the wave operators.
Let us now proceed to the proof of the existence of the limit (7.6). Let u 2 RanE Ta (P + ). By density, we may assume that u = 2 (H)u, for 2 C 1 0 (R) and u = f(P + )u, where: f = N j=1 f j (x); By a now standard computation, the term (H a )D t B(t) (H) can be written as a sum of terms R 1 (t)R 2 (t), where R 1 0 kR 1 (t)e ?itHa uk 2 dt < 1; R 1 0 kR 2 (t)e ?itH uk 2 dt < 1:
Using also Lemma 4.2 iv) and hypothesis (SR), we obtain that k (H a )I a B(t) (H)k 2 L 1 (dt):
Applying then Lemma A.2 in the Appendix, we obtain the existence of the limit (7.6), which completes the proof of the theorem. 2 A.2 The unitary transformation U N In this appendix, we prove the claimed properties of the transformation U N introduced in subsection 3.4. Let us rst prove that U N is unitary. By the properties of the tensor product, it is clear that U N is linear. To check that U N is isometric, we observe that the terms in the right hand side of (3.2) for di erent sets RanJ are orthogonal. Since there are N j subsets of j elements in f1; ; Ng, we see that U N is isometric. It is also easy to see that U N is surjective on C p N s h, which shows that U N is unitary. This completes the proof of (A.3).
